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Figure 3: Porter's 5 forces overview of the Telecommunications industry saturated market in Singapore and being limited
by the population growth rate.

Being the industry leader, SingTel can reap many benefits such as lower sales cost, economies of scale and
greater brand loyalty. Because the apps started off as standalone developments which were later bought over
by SingTel, the databases are not integrated. SingTel Life is a connection between user and app; an ecosystem
that brings customers and merchants closer together. Starhub on the other hand, has more varied outgoing
minutes. Benefits 22 6. Summarised Application Pattern The figure below shows the summarised application
pattern for the service Figure  In addition, the adoption of beacon technology, while not indispensable, allows
SingTel Life to accomplish higher level requests intuitively, delivering a smoother service experience for our
users. I have also no business relations with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article. Managed
collaboration is used as all users may not be online at the same time and users also share data like their
preferred interests so SingTel can inform them about related upcoming promotions. SingTel has also been
successful at utilising its resources to market themselves as a ubiquitous and reliable brand name in Singapore.
SGMall SGMall, the shopping oriented mobile app, provides users with the latest promotion, sales and other
bargains. Benefits 6. However, this two-prong approach has not been effective nor sustainable in mitigating
this challenge. The indoor positioning system set up in shopping malls will allow for detailed direction voice
guidance to be provided to the user Figure 4. Business Driver. With song recognition from the application for
identifying a played song, users can choose between purchasing the song via the application or locating the
nearest music CD store around them. Technical Feasibility 30 9. About admin 31 Articles Believes that we
have to keep educating ourselves in order to make informed decisions and to stay ahead of the curve, hence
the creation of Tanada. Moreover, advances in network technologies such as the 4G LTE have only served to
increase cannibalisation between similar services. The Presentation Tier shows the user interface responsible
for user-app interaction. Shopkeepers can then prepare the gift beforehand when the crowd is thinner, hence
alleviating the second pain point. The telecommunication industry has been stagnating in recent years as the
telecoms market is reaching its brim. SingTel: Company Analysis 2. Home The home tab Figure 4. It stores
credit cards, EZ-link card and mobile money in the SingTel mobile phone. SingTel needs vendors like Huawei
to provide basic service hardware to assist its services. Suppliers in the telecom industry only provide tangible
products, like! The bargaining power of consumers is high as the services provided by the three competing
companies are minute and readily replaceable.


